DIRECTOR'S REPORT
It’s been a year of change and reflection – we changed the

To reflect this leadership position and in response to

As we look towards the future, I am delighted by the

programmes and our commitment to delivering the best

Christiana Figueres, we also convened a group of

which could not be achieved without support. Through

name of our organisation to reflect our ever-diversifying

in innovative events and experiences. Under the banner
of Edinburgh Science, we deliver Festival, Learning and

Worldwide programmes that bring science and technology
to vibrant life; communicate their educational, social and
economic benefits and engage and inspire people of all
ages and backgrounds for generations to come.

Following the publication of the Intergovernmental Panel
50 years after Neil Armstrong became the first human
to set foot on a celestial body beyond Earth, the

Edinburgh Science Festival embraced Frontiers as the

theme of its 31st edition. At the heart of all science lies

an unquenchable curiosity; a deep urge to explore and
explain the unknown and to push the Frontiers of our
knowledge about ourselves, the world around us and

our place in the wider Universe. We embraced the spirit

of adventure and enquiry, took small steps into favoured
familiar territories and some giant leaps in new and
exciting directions.

an exciting challenge from 2019 Edinburgh Medallist

leaders of business, academia and charity sectors along
with representatives from the Scottish Government, to

discuss ideas and opportunities to help Scotland reach
its ambitious climate targets. This Climate Opportunity
Ideas Factory will continue to meet regularly and I feel

genuinely optimistic about the ideas and discussions that
these high-level influencers are having.

opportunities that await Edinburgh Science – much of

the Platforms for Creative Excellence (PLACE) fund our

work as a world-class provider of education and science
communication has been accelerated and has resulted
in the successful delivery of our Delegate Programme,
early planning for multiple show-stopping exhibitions

and produced the framework for our exciting new skills

development programme. I personally believe our skills

programme is one of the most exciting things Edinburgh
Science has ever done.

on Climate Change report in December 2018, we spent a

So, as we push these new Frontiers of our own, I’m

our organisation could do to address this crisis. We have

Festival, Learning and Worldwide programmes. We

We simply could not deliver any of these projects without

through our schools touring programme Generation

sponsors and stakeholders. I would like to offer my

long time reflecting on the climate emergency and what
a long-held commitment to programming for the planet
and bringing issues of environment and sustainability
to the public’s attention however, the scale of change

needed to meet the IPCC targets means that we all have

to do more. We looked at our own policies and announced
that we would no longer accept money from fossil fuel

companies at the end of current agreements in May 2019.
This was a difficult decision for the organisation to make

and brought to an end some long-standing relationships

delighted to report another successful year for our

continue to support the STEM leaders of tomorrow

Science and secondary careers education event Careers

Hive, the Edinburgh Science Festival boasted a varied and
thought-provoking programme of ideas, and through

our partnership with the Abu Dhabi Science Festival we

continue to inspire international audiences to embrace

the continued and passionate support of our partners,
personal thanks to our dedicated team of staff, as well

as our board of directors. And importantly, thanks to our

audiences, of all ages, all over the world, for their support,
enthusiasm and involvement.

science in all its forms.

with valued sponsors of our learning programmes but

Dr Simon Gage

in tackling the world’s climate crisis and highlighting

Edinburgh Science

Edinburgh Science is determined to show leadership
the challenges and opportunities that this revolution
will bring.

Director and CEO

WITH THANKS
Edinburgh Science’s supporters and sponsors provide
the vital support needed to produce our world-class
activities. We’re proud to work with a community of

like-minded companies and organisations who join

us in celebrating and supporting science, technology
and innovation.

Our partners care about their future investors,

Investment managers

2018/19 MAJOR FUNDING PARTNERS

Our Catalysts are a network of individuals and

organisations who encourage the next generation to
engage with science, technology, engineering and

mathematics. By making a financial gift, they ensure

that our activities can be enjoyed by all – whatever their
background. Thank you to our 2019 Catalysts for their
generous support.

Benefactors

and ensure that together we can make science and

Charitable Trust

technology accessible to the widest possible audiences.

2018/19 PRINCIPAL FUNDING PARTNERS

CATALYST FOR CHANGE

colleagues, and creative workforce. They work with us
to push the boundaries of our programme each year

2018/19 HEADLINE FUNDING PARTNER

2018/19 FUNDING PARTNERS

The Edina Trust ; Dr David Milne; The Nimar

Patrons
We’d like to thank everyone who supported our
activities this year.

Aberbrothock Skea Trust; The AEB Charitable Trust; Arnold

BEST Trust; Binks Trust; Dr Simon Gage OBE; Dr

Chris Masters; Mairi Mickel; Ian Richie CBE; Scottish
Qualifications Authority

Clark Car & Van Rental; Artemis Charitable Foundation;

Innovators

Foundation; DS Smith; Edintore Wind Farm Community

OBE; Kimberley and Leslie Munro; Prof Ian Wall

Britford Bridge Trust; The Basil Death Trust; The Cruden
Benefit Fund; Falkirk Community Schools Charity; The

John Mather Trust; Johnstons of Elgin; The JTH Charitable

Joe Faraday; Prof Michael Fourman; Dr Richard Kimberlin

Advocates

Trust; Len Thomson Charitable Trust; The Leng Charitable

Ms Edna Bird; Ron Inglis; Hazel Lambert

Interns; The Russell Trust; Shin-Etsu Handotai Europe

And all those who wish to remain anonymous

Drumderg Fund; Stewart Investors; The Tay Charitable

To find out more about the business roundtable group or

The William Grant Foundation.

Schlesinger 0131 553 0324 / HannahS@scifest.co.uk

Trust; New Park Educational Trust; RBS Graduates and

Limited ; The Sportsman’s Charity; SSE Achany Fund; SSE
Trust; Thales Charitable Trust; The W M Mann Foundation.

to discuss making a financial gift please contact Hannah

VENUE AND PROGRAMMING PARTNERS

MEDIA PARTNER

TRANSPORT
PARTNER

BRANDING
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INTRODUCING
EDIN BU RGH SCIENCE

Since our first event in 1989, Edinburgh International

Science Festival has built a reputation for developing and

A WORD FROM OU R DESIGN ER

delivering world-class events through our annual Festival,

In approaching a new identity for Edinburgh International Science Festival my aims

year-round education programmes and international

work that recognise and celebrate the value and wonder of
science and technology.

Edinburgh Science Festival;

Edinburgh Science Learning;

Edinburgh Science Worldwide;

30 years later, we are proud to become Edinburgh Science,

which returns 4–19 April 2020

schools and communities, including

work, including our role as Major

an organisation at the forefront of international excellence
in science engagement.

our annual celebration of science,
with programmes running
across Edinburgh.

Our new name reflects the ever–diversifying nature of our
programmes across all strands of our business, as well as

which delivers projects to and for
our schools touring programme
Generation Science and our

existing projects:

The logo comprises concentric rings that echo spinning electrons or orbiting planets,
there is a suggestion of circuitry or the whorls of a fingerprint, encapsulated in the

Careers Hive.
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to inspire, encourage and challenge people of all ages and backgrounds to explore, understand and engage with the

Over the next 30 years, we will take Edinburgh Science’s excellence in science communication to more audiences,
working on diverse events across new and existing platforms, engaging and inspiring people of all ages and
backgrounds for generations to come.

Festival delivered annually.

allude to the many disciplines of science while employing a distinct human element.

reimagined STEM careers event

world around them, and to communicate the educational, social and economic benefits of science and technology.

reflect our broadening involvement in education and international work as well as the

Second was to develop a new simplified aesthetic. I worked to find an icon that could

Dhabi Science Festival.

life for people of all ages and backgrounds in Edinburgh,

Edinburgh Science will continue to deliver all of its
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Programming Partner for the Abu

Under the auspices of our parent educational charity – Edinburgh Science Foundation – we will continue in our mission

around Scotland and internationally.
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which delivers our overseas

our continued commitment to delivering the very best in
innovative events and experiences that bring science to

were twofold. The first was to establish a monolithic brand: Edinburgh Science, to better
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The new brand highlights our mission to examine our Universe from the micro to the

macro, to peel back layers of understanding, to demonstrate that science is part of the
human experience and at the heart of everything.
JOSHUA SMYTHE

STATS AT A GLANCE

The Festival inspired over 179,000 people to ponder innovative themes,
game-changing science and state-of-the-art technology. A mixture of

free and ticketed events were held in 29 Edinburgh venues with many

in the city centre and walking distance apart.

EDINBURGH SCIENCE
FESTIVAL
31 ST FESTIVAL

In 2019, Edinburgh Science Festival celebrated its 31

st

year of inspiring people of all ages to experience the world
of science around them. This year, inspired by the 50th

anniversary of the moon landings, we asked visitors and

participants to join us at the Frontiers of science, technology,
knowledge and understanding. The Science Festival took

some small steps into favoured familiar territories and some
giant leaps in new and exciting directions with new venues,
new collaborations and a programme packed full of events
and ideas that explore the cutting edge and celebrate the

inspiring individuals dedicated to expanding the frontiers of
our collective knowledge.

‘It was the best way of exploring
everyday science which we don’t realise.’
‘A brilliant experience. Just keep on
doing it. It is reaching young minds and
helping them understand the wonders of
science.’

N EW FESTIVAL H U B

‘Well organised and executed, and lovely
enthusiastic scientists working with the
kids. Keep up the great work!’

programme of events, as we pushed our creative frontiers

‘Same time next year guys?’

by Baillie Gifford – the iconic Pleasance. The unique venue

‘The Medal address was first class.’

and workshops, exploring the cutting edge of scientific

‘It's a brilliant event and we always make
an effort to attend. Loved the CAC venue
this year. Will be back.’

2019 has been another tremendously successful

and welcomed our new major Festival venue sponsored

programme was packed with an exciting range of events
frontiers and drawing a wide-ranging audience. Events
included performances of Melody and Sam: Record

Breakers, our original play that highlights the effects of

climate change to a young audience, Experimentarium,
Gadget Factory, interactive workshops and a variety of

fascinating discussions led by outstanding academics,
broadcasters and performers.

FESTIVAL HIGHLIGHTS
BUILD AN D
BREAK

A H U MAN
TOUCH

highlight of the 2019 Science Festival

A Human Touch, our stunning

An audience favourite and staff

was Build and Break. Held in the
National Museum of Scotland’s

Grand Gallery and free to the public,
Build and Break inspired free play,
resourcefulness and creativity

through electronics and building

blocks. In BUILD IT participants would
unlock their creative spirit and build

magical, massive structures with our
super-sized construction blocks and
then in BREAK IT they would be set
loose on a huge pile of discarded

electronics with a screwdriver and
a pair of pliers, ripping old pieces

CITY ART
CENTRE

FOR ALL AGES

56,000 visitors experienced

SCIENCE
IN TH E
SPOTLIGHT

large-scale open-air photography

this year into its fourth year. In

Festival, we transform five floors of

the City Art Centre on Market Street

exhibition, which explored the effect
of human activity on our planet:

how modern practices are changing
our landscapes and affecting the

environment, and looking at some of

the steps taken to cope with a rapidly
changing world.

Science in the Spotlight continued
association with Imaginate, we
worked with Scottish writers,

producers and directors to develop
and deliver a new piece of

of workshops, shows and interactive
events for our younger audience.
This year’s City Art Centre was

Record Breakers which is a hilarious

at the Festival – Melody and Sam:

and tender story of determination,
friendship and record-breaking

success with underlying themes

of environmental awareness and
sustainability.

Funded by the Scottish Government’s

identify parts we might be able

Sam: Record Breakers, travelled to

to reuse.

into a science playground packed full

science-themed theatre to premiere

of tech apart to discover what they
are made of encouraging them to

Every year during the Science

Festivals Expo Fund, Melody and
community centres and primary

schools to deliver the show free of
charge after its successful run in
Pleasance’s Quaker Studio.

Our family programme also consisted

N IGHTS OUT
WITH A TWIST

EDIN BU RGH M EDAL

The Edinburgh Medal is a prestigious award given each

DELEGATE
PROGRAM M E

and activities on science of all sorts,

has developed a reputation for

are judged to have made a significant contribution to the

Programme for science engagement professionals,

of a wide range of workshops, shows

with many of these delivered through
our partnerships with organisations

such as the University of Edinburgh,
Scottish Parliament, Dynamic Earth,

Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh and

Although the Science Festival

outstanding children’s entertainment
and education, our 14+ and adults
only events are gaining more and
more traction each year.

Heriot-Watt University.

From the tantalising and tasty treats

welcome over 8,000 children

Continuing our work from 2018

programme, including fan-favourites

workshops including Cubesat Creator,

People, we consulted our Youth

extremely popular and saw us
and adults who enjoyed six new

Geo Explorers and Wild Vets, as well
as City Art Centre favourites like ER

Surgery, Splat-tastic and Blood Bar.

during Scotland’s Year of Young

Consultation Group throughout

the planning and design stages of

the Festival to increase our offering
and appeal to young adults. What

resulted was Generation Space – an
event by young people for young

people exploring themes of interest
to them. These themes included

space exploration and sustainability
and were investigated through

a number of hands-on activities
and experiments.

available within our Gastrofest
Cheeseology and scientific

explorations of your favourite tipple,
to our deep-dives into space, time

year to men or women of science and technology who
understanding and wellbeing of humanity.

In 2019, Edinburgh Science Festival launched a Delegate
teachers, youth workers, academics and creatives.

This year, the Medal was awarded to Christiana Figueres,

Aimed at our science communication, festival and creative

climate change and her efforts in bringing nations

of events, guided tours, special discussion sessions and

for her work as a recognised world leader on global

together to jointly deliver an unprecedented climate
change agreement. Christiana Figueres, Executive

Secretary of the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC), was instrumental in the successful
conclusion of the Paris Talks.

partners and peers, this specially curated programme

networking events provided 55 local and international
delegates with the opportunity to experience the

excitement of a world-leading Science Festival, meet with

like-minded peers, be inspired and explore opportunities
for future collaboration.

and consciousness – our adult

The Edinburgh Medal took place at the Signet Library with

The programme is supported by Platforms for Creative

best discussions, activities and

dinner hosted by the Lord and Lady Provost, sponsored by

develop a career-long professional learning framework for

programme featured some of the
discoveries to be found during the

Festival. Audiences this year enjoyed
a range of science, technology and
societal topics that were morphed,
styled and shaped to create the
perfect night out.

a reception before and after the event and an exclusive
Artemis Investment Management.

Excellence (PLACE) and is part of a three-year project to

the Scottish (and wider) science engagement community
and its creative and artistic partners and increase creative
development opportunities for science engagement
stakeholders.

EDINBURGH SCIENCE LEARNING
With programmes for primary and secondary schools and
training and support for teachers, we work year-round to
engage young people and educational professionals all
across Scotland.

GEN ERATION SCIENCE

For 29 years, Generation Science has continued to deliver

fun, interactive shows and workshops to schools all across

Scotland. As one of the longest running science education
touring programmes in the UK, and with all activities
linked to the Curriculum for Excellence, Generation
Science is a leader in its field.

In 2019 we offered a choice of 15 shows covering the
Curriculum for Excellence’s designated science and

technology strands of Planet Earth, Forces, Electricity and
Waves, Biological Systems, Materials and Technologies.
Our team of 28 Science Communicators delivered more

than 1,400 performances in every one of Scotland’s 32 local
authorities between January and May 2019. More than
54,000 pupils in 572 schools had a Generation Science

experience, which equates to 28% of all primary schools in
Scotland. Thanks to the generosity of our sponsors, 47% of
these performances were subsidised or free.

‘Excellent, interactive workshops
which left my P1-3’s hungry for
more science experiments!’
TEACHER, ISLE OF MULL

‘Generation Science shows are always
fantastic. We have had shows and
workshops every year for the past five
years and they continue to inspire and
motivate our staff and pupils.’
TEACHER, NORTH AYRSHIRE

‘I was extremely impressed with
the content of the show. It was very
informative and the way the information
was repeated really helped with
learning. The presenters were energetic
and engaged brilliantly with the class.
All of my class listened for the full hour,
which is almost unheard of. Well done!’
TEACHER, EAST LOTHIAN

CAREERS H IVE

This year was our fourth iteration of secondary schools’
event Careers Hive. Held at the National Museum of
Scotland from 25 February to 1 March, Careers Hive

provided S1–S3s with insight into the wide spectrum of

careers opportunities available to those who study science,
technology, engineering and maths subjects.

We had 2,879 students from 11 local authorities visit, nearly
doubling the number able to attend in 2018. Our volunteer
number was the largest ever at 150 across the full five days.

BEYON D TH E H IVE

In 2019 we delivered Beyond the Hive to local youth
hub Canongate Youth, building into existing Activity

Agreements for young people who are not in education or
employment. The model reflected a tailored Careers Hive

to engage these young people with the real possibilities of
a positive destination in a STEM career.

TEACH ER AFTERNOON
The Friday afternoon of Careers Hive this year was

dedicated to teachers. The event brought 32 educational
professionals from around Scotland together to discuss

how best to present career options to their students, try

out activities and gain valuable support from colleagues.

‘Pupils returned enthused and engaged.
Some are considering pursuing STEM
subjects more than they had previously.’
TEACHER

‘One pupil told me as we entered the
museum “to be honest, I’m here for the
day out of school”. Come the end of the
visit, he was telling me which STEM
careers he was interested in, and how
the event changed his perceptions about
STEM. It opened all the pupils’ eyes to the
wider range of STEM jobs rather than
just “scientist or engineer”.’
TEACHER

‘I really enjoyed making the robots
at the careers hive which encouraged
me and also hearing that getting into
STEM isn’t as hard as you think
from the people at the first talk.’
PUPIL

M IN ISTERIAL VISITS

We were delighted to welcome Richard Lochhead, Minister
for Further Education, Higher Education and Science, to

Generation Science and Careers Hive this year. He sat in on
teacher-favourite Generation Science show Day or Night?

and also joined us at Careers Hive to meet the students and
try his hand at some of the activities in the Grand Gallery.

Edinburgh Science wants everyone to be encouraged and
supported to develop their STEM skills throughout their
lives to improve opportunities for all, meet employer

skills needs, drive inclusive economic growth and allow
Scotland to flourish and compete globally.

‘Promoting the opportunities, a STEM
career can offer for young people is one
of the key aims of our STEM Strategy for
Education and Training. We know it is
important to raise STEM awareness as
early as possible in school, and events
like Careers Hive, which is targeted at
pupils in S1 to S3, help young people think
differently about their STEM futures in
an interactive and creative way.’
RICHARD LOCHHEAD, MINISTER FOR FURTHER
EDUCATION, HIGHER EDUCATION AND SCIENCE

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
year-round focus, with events and ticket offers during

CITY ART CENTRE
SCHOOL DAYS

DU RING TH E FESTIVAL

holidays, science experiments at community days

City Art Centre two days early for schools across Edinburgh.

focused on tailoring the offer for the specific interests

For Edinburgh Science, community engagement is a

the Festival time, bespoke workshops during the school
and more.

In 2019, the Edinburgh Science community engagement

We opened up our Science Festival flagship family venue

Eight primary schools joined us in 15 different workshops
across five floors of our science playground.

During the Festival we offer complimentary tickets to
various events for community partners. This year we

of the groups and creating suggested day visits to the
Festival. Tickets were available for a range of Science
Festival events including Melody and Sam: Record

strategy branched out from north Edinburgh and Leith to

We welcomed 405 students and their teachers to City Art

This year we reached an estimated total number of 8,258

The schools that attended were:

In total around 300 people from 18 community partners

Lorne Primary; Royal Mile Primary; St David’s Primary;

with many more participating in the Festival’s free drop-in

include west and south-west Edinburgh.

people across all our community work.

Centre this year. All transport and costs were covered.

Balgreen Primary; Craigentinny Primary; Leith Primary;
St John Vianney Primary; St Joseph’s Primary.

‘Our children wouldn’t have been able to
access this event – either with school or in
the holidays, had they had to pay for it.’
TEACHER

Breakers, City Art Centre, Fossil Frontiers and The Gendered
Brain among many others.

took up the opportunity to attend tickets to paid events,
activities around the city.

Broomhouse Centre; Citadel; Clovenstone Community

Centre; Fetlor Youth Group; Leith Community Education

Centre; Muirhouse Housing Association; North Edinburgh
ARTS; North Edinburgh Childcare; One Parent Family

Scotland; Pilton Community Health Project; Pilton Youth

and Children’s Project; SHE Scotland; The Prentice Centre;
TRIM/FoWP; VOCAL; West Pilton Neighbourhood Centre;
Wester Hailes Youth Agency; and With Kids.

‘Caleb loved the Fossil Frontiers, he is only
5 but found it soooo inspiring. He has been
going on about science, about his fossils,
telling everyone what he learned – peer
education in action. It created a new
found love of what he wants to do in life.’
PARENT AT NORTH EDINBURGH ARTS

‘We are very grateful to have been invited
and everyone enjoyed their day! It was
good to be able to split into smaller
groups and send them into different
focused activities that kept them engaged.’
FETLOR YOUTH GROUP

‘The children thoroughly enjoyed this
and were all raving about this to other
children when they returned to the club.
The staff who attended the trip with the
children said it was very well organised
& that the layout for seating the children
was all very well done.’
NORTH EDINBURGH CHILDCARE

HERIOT-WATT FAMILY DAY TRAIN TH E TRAIN ERS
Returning for a second year, the free day of events on

We delivered a training session to youth workers and

people. A range of hands-on activities from coding robots

Youth Clubs. The session provided specific resources and

the University’s campus welcomed an estimated 4,500

to making glow sticks and lava lamps were spread across
the university playing field and into the squash courts!

BUSKING BIKES

Our Busking Bikes have been very active this year and

have reached an audience of more than 3,000 people

across the city. The bikes have appeared at Cameron Toll,
Ocean Terminal, Hunter’s Square, Edinburgh Airport,

Scottish Parliament, City Art Centre and the Gyle Centre

along with four visits to community centres and fun days.

BEYON D TH E FESTIVAL

This year, our Festival 2019 Science in the Spotlight theatre
production, Melody and Sam: Record Breakers, travelled

to community centres and primary schools to deliver the
show free of charge. We engaged with local community
partners to reach an audience of over 450 people from

Pilton Youth and Children's Project, Citadel Youth, WHALE

Arts, Towerbank Primary and Craigentinny Primary School.

community professionals from the Lothian Association of
techniques on how to engage young people with science
and technology in educational and community settings.
The session was aimed at professionals that did not have

a science background and was designed to increase their
confidence and skills in these areas, and empower them
to deliver cultural and educational activities relating to

science and technology within their local communities.

‘I’ ll be able to take the experiments learnt
here into my groups with children. Great
to have been able to give them a try first.’
PARTICIPANT ON THE TRAINING PROGRAMME

CLIMATE AND
ENVIRONMENT
unprecedented magnitude and Edinburgh Science

PROGRAMMING FOR
THE PLANET

BUSIN ESS ROU N DTABLE

world’s attention through its activities, Festival and

scientifically literate society that understands the

Festival. As part of her visit to Edinburgh, we convened a meeting with leaders from business, academia and charity

Climate change is without doubt an urgent threat of

is committed to doing all that it can to bring it to the
Learning programmes.

We recently updated our ethical fundraising policy and

announced that we would no longer accept money from
fossil fuel companies. This was a difficult decision for

the organisation to make and brought to an end some

long-standing relationships with valued sponsors of our

We have a philosophical mission to help foster a

relevance of science to their everyday life and is able to

make informed and rational decisions about the things
that affect them. Many of the biggest challenges facing

humanity have science at their heart and we see ourselves
as a platform for debate and discussion of the science that
impacts us most.

Christiana Figueres is the former Executive Secretary for the UN Convention of Climate Change [pictured right] and was

its ambitious climate targets. To date, the group has met three times, twice with Christiana Figueres.

We are embarking on a revolution in the way we travel, grow food, play and do business, driven by the urgent need to meet the
carbon reduction targets set by the IPCC Paris Agreement. We know these targets will require unprecedented and rapid change
in all aspects of society, but if we move quickly and imaginatively these changes have every chance of leading us to a better life

Edinburgh Science believes that Scotland can be in the vanguard of this revolution; we have a strong scientific and

help build a better world.

energy and carbon capture. We are honoured that Christiana Figueres is able to bring her perspective and determined

will bring.

– We use e-tickets across all of our activities and
events, dramatically

reducing our paper waste

– We use energy efficient LED light fittings throughout
the delivery of our events

– We are Zero Waste Scotland compliant, separating 100%
of recyclable waste in our office space

– Environmental sustainability is embedded in all staff
training and features in our employee handbook

– We respectfully request that all Festival guests prioritise
trains over planes for UK travel

– We have digital copies of all our programmes on our

website and we encourage customers to return paper
brochures for use by others

– We work with our Transport Partner Lothian Buses to

representatives from the Scottish Government [pictured above], to discuss ideas and opportunities to help Scotland reach

events that ask audiences how we might work together –
across boundaries, borders, disciplines and cultures – to

encourage debate and discussion

sectors along with Cabinet Secretary for Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform, Roseanna Cunningham, and

Edinburgh Science is determined to show leadership
the challenges and opportunities that this revolution

that highlight environmental issues and

– Our online recruitment process saves paper and postage

We create work with this in mind, from education

in tackling the world’s climate crisis and highlighting

– We programme events and activities

the driving force behind the Paris Agreement. She was awarded the Edinburgh Medal at the 2019 Edinburgh Science

Learning programmes.

programmes that invest in developing young people, to

FESTIVAL KEY
IN ITIATIVES

than the one we have now.

technical community and a dynamic business community, and our land and natural resources lend themselves to clean
optimism and we are grateful to the organisations who have given their time to this group.

Scotland has already halved greenhouse gas emissions while growing the economy and increasing productivity and
employment. Our ambition now is to end our contribution to climate change, definitively, within a generation.

by enabling electronic applications and communications
provide travel information to our visitors and encourage
the use of public transport

– Currently reviewing all aspects of our business models

especially overseas and UK touring work to quickly and
dramatically reduce our carbon emissions

‘The scale of this ambition presents both
opportunities and challenges for Scottish businesses
and it is important that there are wide-ranging,
honest conversations about both. That is why these
discussions are so important. It is encouraging
to see Edinburgh Science bringing leaders from
multiple sectors together to collaborate on being part
of the solution.’
ROSEANNA CUNNINGHAM – CABINET SECRETARY FOR
ENVIRONMENT, CLIMATE CHANGE AND LAND REFORM

EDINBURGH SCIENCE WORLDWIDE
Alongside our UK based activity, Edinburgh Science also

CYBER QU EST

partners to bring our unique style of science engagement

Agency (SIA), designed to encourage and motivate the

operates internationally. We work closely with a range of
to a wide variety of projects and events.

In 2019 we were delighted to collaborate on the following
overseas projects.

Cyber Quest is an initiative of the UAE Signals Intelligence

ABU DHABI
SCIENCE FESTIVAL

H EFEI CREATIVE PARK

LEMA?

next generation of cyber security professionals. The

with a return to the UAE to deliver the ninth edition of

consultancy work with Fang Suo Commune – a creative
agency and bookstore specialist based in Guangzhou,

education outreach project in 2013–14, the programme

event is open to schools, universities and the public and

combines a high-level capture the flag competition testing
cyber security skills with a programme of wraparound
interactive workshops.

We delivered a four-day cyber security training course
to over 700 school and university students across five

The Edinburgh Science Worldwide team kick-started 2019
the Abu Dhabi Science Festival from 31 January until 9

February. We provided 51 items of international content
spanning workshops, shows and interactive exhibits.
Working alongside the core project team were 140

UK-based staff and 800 local staff and volunteer science
communicators trained by Edinburgh Science.

In June, Edinburgh Science Worldwide undertook some

China. We worked in partnership with them to produce
an initial feasibility report for an urban regeneration

project to turn the former Hefei Prison site into a creative
park. Hefei is the capital and largest city of Anhui

Province and well known for its household appliance
manufacturing industry.

different cities in UAE in January 2018. We followed this

The main venue was located at Al Bahar on the Corniche in

The consultancy involved a five-day visit to Hefei

best students to attend a live Capture the Flag hacking

at Al Jahili Park in Al Ain and City Mall in Al Dhafra. In total

out by the Hefei Government and meet with project

up with additional online training, then selected the

competition in Dubai October 2018. We worked with

a team of international experts to create two different

professional-style competitions, one for attack and one for
defence, and delivered all the hardware infrastructure to
run the live event. In addition, we created and delivered
10 introductory workshops covering cyber security,

blockchain, artificial intelligence, coding, lock picking and
other related topics.

Abu Dhabi, with satellite venues located at new locations
the Festival attracted 144,000 visitors over the 10 day

run – an increase on 2017 and 2018 Festivals. Highlights
included Show Lab, a new format of combined show and

workshop for families; and Innovation Village, a collection
of maker activities designed to link the international

Festival content to the local Innovator stands showcasing
students’ science projects.

to examine the strategic priorities for the city as set

owners and key stakeholders. Our final report outlining
key findings and suggested science, innovation and

creative outputs was well received and we hope leads to
future collaborations and UK-China creative exchange
opportunities.

Since creating and organising the delivery of the Lema?
has continued to tour schools in the UAE with great

success. This year Edinburgh Science Worldwide have

stepped back in to produce a new medical show for the
programme. The new show was piloted in September,
going live in schools from October 2019.

SPECIAL
PROJECTS
BLU E PETER

Here’s one we made earlier! Laura and Jennifer from our
Creative team appeared on iconic children’s show Blue
Peter as part of the Science Festival in April. Laura and

Jennifer joined presenters Lindsey and Radzi in the studio.
Don’t worry, Blue Peter dog Henry was safely removed

from the studio while the experiments were conducted
but later joined the full team for a cast photo.

TOU RING GADGET
FACTORY

Touring Gadget Factory is part of Siemens UK-wide

engagement programme The Curiosity Project aimed at

inspiring young people and bringing science, technology,
engineering and mathematics to life. From May to

June, almost 500 children participated in our popular
hands-on electronics workshop at Birmingham’s Big
Bang Fair, MakeFest at the Museum of Science and

Industry in Manchester and Poole’s Festival of Design and
Engineering at Bournemouth University.

ACCESSIBILITY
CREATING AN OPEN FESTIVAL
As an organisation, we are committed to creating events as accessible as

We were delighted this year to partner with the Edinburgh Festival Fringe

the Edinburgh Science Festival.

the Festival more comfortable. Included were fidget spinners, ear defenders

possible. This year marked the pilot year for active efforts in improving access at

In November 2018 we created a cross-departmental Access Working Group
to focus on creating more accessible events, venues and communications

Society to offer sensory backpacks and tote bags for free to help make a visit to
and ear plugs, along with gifts in-kind from Scottish Power, Chewigem and
Scottish Water.

across the Festival. New initiatives for this year included relaxed and captioned

The feedback received from a number of parents, partners and organisations

additional resources such as sensory backpacks, social stories, a portable

understanding for future years.

performances, increased information on our website and relationship building,
Changing Places toilet, and complimentary tickets.

Key to improving access at the Science Festival was establishing relationships

with a number of different organisations around Edinburgh and beyond. These
included initial talks with Euan’s Guide, Visit Scotland, and other Edinburgh

Festivals, and information and advice throughout the development and live
Festival from Scottish Autism, PAMIS and the Edinburgh Access Panel.

‘The Panel are impressed by Edinburgh Science’s
commitment to making the Science Festival as accessible
as possible for disabled people. It’s a major annual
event for residents and visitors alike, showcasing the
capital and its venues. Inclusivity is therefore very
important and we were delighted to be invited to help
assess accessibility and provide advice and feedback.’
ROBIN WICKES, VICE CHAIRMAN, EDINBURGH ACCESS PANEL

has been positive and has helped shape the Access Working Group’s focus and

‘I took my son two years ago to the Science Festival
and he didn’t deal very well with how busy it was, so
I did not take him last year. This year I read about the
additional resources and they were a great success for
us. We went three times and he really enjoyed it.’
PARENT

Widening access and inclusivity throughout our Festival and all Edinburgh

Science projects is hugely important to our organisation. The Access Working
Group are looking forward to building upon the initiatives and welcoming
more people to the Edinburgh Science Festival in 2020.

FINANCE

The figures are draft and unaudited,

based on the finance records for year

STAFF

Ewan Ward Finance Assistant

OPERATIONS

Amy Elder Production Manager
Karl Wood Production Officer

year end July 2019 will be available

Tom Zwitserlood Technical Manager

from December 2019. These figures

only include the UK-based charitable
work. Overheads and administration

SEN IOR MANAGEM ENT

CREATIVE

warehouse costs.

Joan Davidson Head of Education

Conor Ellis Programme Manager (Festival)

costs include one-off office and

Gita Divecha Finance Assistant

Sarah O’Connor Production Manager (maternity leave)

to 31 July 2019. Audited accounts to

activities and do not include overseas
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Emma Pirie Head of Marketing and Communications
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Alice Russell Projects Officer
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Eilidh Dunnet Programme Manager (Festival)
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